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Softwarization and virtualization in 5G mobile
networks: benefits, trends and challenges
Massimo Condoluci, Member, IEEE, Toktam Mahmoodi, Senior Member, IEEE,
Abstract
The promise behind the effective deployment of 5G networks is an architecture able to provide
flexibility, reconfigurability and programmability in order to support, with fine granularity, a wide and
heterogeneous set of 5G use cases. This dictates a radical change in the design of mobile systems which,
being usually based on the use of static deployment of vendor equipment characterized by monolithic
functionality deployed at specific network locations, fail in providing the above mentioned features. By
decoupling network functionalities from the underlying hardware, softwarization and virtualization are
two disruptive paradigms considered to be at the basis of the design process of 5G networks. This paper
analyses and summarizes the role of these two paradigms in enhancing the network architecture and
functionalities of mobile systems. With this aim, we analyze several 5G application scenarios in order
to derive and classify the requirements to be taken into account in the design process of 5G network.
We provide an overview on the recent advances by standardization bodies in considering the role of
softwarization and virtualization in the next-to-come mobile systems. We also survey the proposals in
literature by underlining the recent proposals exploiting softwarization and virtualization for the network
design and functionality implementation of 5G networks. Finally, we conclude the paper by suggesting
a set of research challenges to be investigated.
Index Terms
5G, mobile core, softwarization, virtualization, SDN, NFV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of mobile networks from 2G to 4G has been mainly driven by the supporting
applications, whose requirements defined the features of the network in terms of procedures (e.g.,
Massimo Condoluci is with Ericsson Research, Sweden, e-mail: massimo.condoluci@ericsson.com & Toktam Mahmoodi,
is with the Centre for Telecommunications Research, Department of Informatics, King’s College London, UK, e-mail:
toktam.mahmoodi@kcl.ac.uk.
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authentication, signaling, connection establishment) and functionalities (e.g., mobility manage-
ment, anchoring, data forwarding, path computation). Once the application-related features have
been defined, mobile networks have been deployed by exploiting the network technologies,
which were well-consolidated [1]. As each generation of mobile networks has a design to
deliver specific services, the introduction of novel applications to satisfy customers’ demands
requires the re-design or the introduction of novel functionalities in the network in case the
requirements of such applications differ substantially from those of the applications already
supported [2]. From this point of view, the well-consolidated use from 2G to 4G networks of
hardware implementing specific network functionalities has the following drawbacks [3], [4], [5]:
(i) updating the already deployed network functions requires the introduction of novel hardware
equipment; (ii) supporting novel applications could require totally disruptive network changes,
and this dictates for a novel network design and thus the standardization of a novel generation
of mobile networks. In addition to the mentioned limitations, high capital expenditure (CAPEX)
in deploying new network architectures and operating expenditure (OPEX) when upgrading
network functionalities have been extra barriers that consequently decreases the revenue of mobile
operators [6].
Above mentioned aspects are exacerbated when considering 5G networks, which have to
effectively support the Internet of Things (IoT) and all its related services [7]. Indeed, in addition
to the traditional human-type applications (such as video streaming, web browsing, VoIP, video
conferences, etc.), 5G networks are expected to support a wide range of applications coming from
the autonomous communication among sensors and actuators [8], [9] as well as the interaction
between humans and machines [10], [11]: smart cities, intelligent mobility, tactile Internet,
industry automation, remote surgery are only few examples of the application environments
envisioned for 5G networks. It thus becomes clear that, in addition to the simultaneous support
of human-type communications (HTC) and machine-type communications (MTC) with profound
differences in terms of packet size, traffic pattern, energy consumption, etc. [12], [13], the
next-to-come generation of mobile networks has to face with applications with heterogeneous
characteristics and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. For example, intelligent mobility
involves vehicles moving at different velocity speeds and thus requires ad-hoc solutions to
properly handle mobility management [14]; on the contrary, industry automation mainly deals
with static devices and thus mobility management features can be relaxed but ultra-low latency
needs to be guaranteed to avoid chain instabilities [15]. Flexibility is thus one of the main drivers
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in the design of 5G networks in order to support heterogeneous services: the architecture and
the functionalities of 5G networks need to be flexible in order to simultaneously accommodate
the heterogeneous requirements of 5G applications.
The provisioning of flexibility requires a drastic change in the technologies, which is even more
highlighted when linked with lowering CAPEX and OPEX. In radical contrast with hardware-
based deployments of previous generations, the design of 5G networks takes advantage of the
exploitation of software-based technologies which are gaining importance in these recent years.
Indeed, two novel paradigms, i.e., softwarization and virtualization [16], [17], are targeted as two
disruptive technologies to be adopted in 5G networks to allow flexibility and fast re-configuration
of the network, based on the delivered services. The joint use of softwarization and virtualization
allows network functions to run in software instead of hardware and decouples network functions
from the underlying hardware platform: this allows functionalities to be upgraded and installed
in any location of the network in order to meet the requirements of the services to be delivered.
As softwarization and virtualization are two technologies that have been recently considered
in mobile networks, the aim of this paper is to provide an overall overview of the needs of
5G applications in order to highlight the role that such technologies have in the still ongoing
design of 5G networks. The main features of softwarization and virtualization are discussed in
more details in the remainder of this Section, in order to provide a better understanding of these
paradigms to the reader. Finally, Sec. I-B lists the detailed contributions of this paper and its
organization.
A. Softwarization and virtualization
Softwarization refers to the paradigm where a given functionality runs in software instead of
hardware. This approach guarantees high degree of flexibility and reconfigurability as functional-
ities can be enhanced (or novel functions introduced) by updating the software. As softwarization
breaks the relationship between functions and the underlying hardware, it has obvious benefits
in terms of time to deploy, CAPEX and OPEX reduction when updating or introducing new
functions. Virtualization enhances the software/hardware splitting of the softwarization paradigm
by creating abstracted (i.e., virtual) instances of hardware platforms, operating systems, storage
devices, and computer network resources. This means that, with virtualization, software runs
in commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment (e.g., standard server) by exploiting a virtual
machine (VM) instead of a dedicated hardware. As VMs can be moved across different hardware
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platforms, virtualization introduces flexibility by means of flexible VM placement and migration.
Other benefits are in terms of reduced CAPEX and OPEX, as the introduction of new services
requires the introduction of new VMs without requiring any effort from a hardware point of
view. Virtualization is at the basis of cloud computing technologies, offering on-demand access
to different applications and services by sharing pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage). A cloud environment can offers services for all types of managed
resources (from computation/storage capabilities to software), this is the everything as a service
(XaaS) model, which can be particularized into the following models: Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), i.e., the provisioning of processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing
resources to users which run their own applications and have control over operating systems,
storage, and deployed applications; Platform as a Service (PaaS), where users can deploy their
own applications but without any control of the underlying cloud infrastructure; Software as a
Service (SaaS), i.e., the provisioning of applications running on a cloud infrastructure.
From a network point of view, Software Defined Networking (SDN) is considered as the main
realization of the softwarization concept [18]. SDN is composed of the following components:
• SDN applications. These are programs (i.e., software) which run network functionalities
(e.g., routing, link/path configuration).
• SDN controller. It is a logically centralized entity which provides the SDN applications with
an abstract view of the network (also with additional information in terms of statistics and
events) and translates the inputs received from the SDN applications down to the physical
network (i.e., switches).
• SDN datapath. It is composed by several network devices, which are configured and in-
structed by the SDN controller to perform actions (such as packet forwarding).
The interface between the SDN controller and applications is referred to as the northbound
interface, while the SDN controller communicates with the underlying network devices by means
of the southbound interface. The northbound interface is typically implemented by means of
a REpresentational State Transfer (REST) interface using the Yet Another Next Generation
(YANG) model and XML or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) languages to communicate
with the SDN controller [19]. From a southbound interface point of view, the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF)1 was founded in 2011 by several companies aimed at improving networking
1https://www.opennetworking.org/about/onf-overview
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through SDN by means of developing a common southbound interface, namely the OpenFlow
protocol, which is currently considered as the de-facto standard southbound interface for SDN
[20]. SDN introduces the possibility of decoupling network control from forwarding functions
by thus allowing flexibility and reconfigurability of the physical network [21]. With a proper
configuration of switches’ queues and meters, SDN is able to provide isolation among different
traffic types or paths, and thus to effectively slice network resources. For more details on SDN,
please refer to [16], [21], [22], [23].
From a network point of view, the exploitation of the virtualization paradigm brings to
the concept of Network Function Virtualization (NFV), proposed in 2012 by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [24]. With NFV, network node functions (such as
firewall, switches, etc.) are virtualized and thus totally decoupled from the underlying hardware
running such functions. The three main components of NFV are:
• Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs). A VNF is the software implementation of network
functions which can be composed of one or more VMs. A set of VNFs executed in a
specific order is referred to as Service Function Chain (SFC).
• Network function virtualization infrastructure (NFVI). This includes all the hardware and
software components that build the environment where VNFs are deployed.
• Network functions virtualization management and orchestration (NFV-MANO) Architec-
tural Framework. This is usually composed of a: Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM),
controlling physical and virtual infrastructures; VNF manager, handling VNFs and SFCs
and their placement; orchestrator, in charge of managing the VIM and the VNF manager
[25].
For more details on NFV, please refer to [26], [27], [28]
Softwarization and virtualization can be thus seen as two complementary technologies to
provide flexibility in 5G networks, where cloud-based environments can be used to run and
move on-demand VNFs while SDN can dynamically change the network topology according
to the load and service requirements [29]. The benefits of softwarization and virtualization in
5G networks are discussed in details in Sections III-B and III-C, while Sec. IV focuses on how
SDN and NFV technologies are currently considered by the current literature as key enablers of
5G networks.
B. Contributions and organization of the paper
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II summarizes the evolution of mobile
networks from 2G to 4G. This Section contributes to underline the close relationship between the
requirements of services expected to be provided by mobile networks and the design drivers at
the basis of their architecture, mainly inherited from the well consolidated solutions adopted in
fixed networks to handle such services. We further highlight the relationship of each generation
of mobile networks with the previous one, in order to provide a detailed picture of current
4G networks by describing the reasons behind the implemented network functionalities and the
deployed architecture entities. Finally, we provide a summary of the limitations of current 4G
networks.
In Sec. III we provide an overview of the use cases of 5G networks and we classify their related
requirements. We further present the architectural enhancements considered as key features of
5G network architecture.
The contribution of Sec. IV is to provide a comprehensive overview of the state of the art about
softwarization and virtualization in 5G networks. We survey the different works in literature
that deal with softwarization and virtualization from different angles, ranging from network
architecture to function definition and placement.
Sec. V highlights the research challenges that still need to be investigated by considering the
research efforts discussed in Sec. IV.
Finally, Sec. VI gives the conclusive remarks.
II. EVOLUTION OF THE MOBILE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In the last decades, mobile network architecture evolved from 2G to 4G to support always
more high-demanding services. In order to clearly analyse the design features at the basis of
the current 4G networks, in this Section we provide a description of the mobile architecture
evolution, depicted in Fig. 1. The aim is to underline the role that applications to be supported
and available network technologies had in defining the design choices of each generation of
mobile networks. Finally, we present an overview of the studies in literature that discuss the
limitations of 4G architecture.
A. From phone calls in 2G to mobile data in 3G
The shift from 2G to 3G was mainly to introduce mobile Internet and additional capabilities
and features to the 2G network. In details, the Global Systems for Mobile Communications
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Fig. 1. The evolution of mobile network architecture from 2G to 4G. This drawing highlights the applications supported by
each generation of mobile networks as well as the network technologies available during the standardization process of mobile
networks. The blue lines represent the data plane traffic, while red ones refer to the control traffic.
(GSM), a.k.a. 2G, was first developed in the 1980s with the main purpose of providing voice
calls to mobile users [30], [31]. GSM adopted the same well-consolidated solutions to manage
voice calls over fixed telephone network, i.e., circuit-switched digital communications, for an easy
compatibility between fixed and mobile networks [32]. From a Radio Access Network (RAN)
point of view, a.k.a. Base Station Subsystem (BSS) in the GSM terminology, 2G networks
rely on the Base Station Controller (BSC), in charge of handling the management of radio
resources, handover, power management and signalling for a set of base station (BS)s, a.k.a.
Base Transreceiver Subsystem (BTS). The Core Network (CN), namely the Network Subsystem
(NSS), is composed of the Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) that is responsible of controlling a
set of BSCs [33] and configuring user traffic by means of the Home Location Register (HLR), a
database storing subscription information of mobile users. Finally, the edge node of the 2G core
network is the Gateway Mobile Switching Centre (GMSC), inter-connecting the GSM network
to external Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and Integrated Services Digital Network
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(ISDN) networks2. It is worth noticing that all network entities handle both user traffic, a.k.a.
user plane (U-plane), and control traffic, a.k.a. control plane (C-plane). In the 1990s, the General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS), a.k.a. 2.5G, in order to provide data connectivity over mobile
networks through Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) [34], [35]. From a network point of
view, the breakpoint of GPRS compared to GSM is mainly in the CN and is the exploitation of
packet-switched communications carried through Asynchronous Trasnfer Mode (ATM) protocol,
a consolidated solution to handle bursty-based data traffic in fixed networks [36]. From an
architecture point of view, as it can be seen from Fig. 1, GPRS introduced the Serving GPRS
Support Node (SGSN) that provides the same functionalities as the MSC for packet-switched
traffic. In addition, GPRS introduced the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) to provide
connectivity with external packet switched networks [37]3.
As the market request in the 1900s was mainly focusing on having higher data rates for
web browsing through HTTP, the standardization of 3G mobile networks mainly focused on
overcoming the poor channel capacity of 2.5G[38]. The main enhancement of 3G, widely
referred to as Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) as defined 3rd Genration
Partnership Project (3GPP) Rel. 99, is thus the exploitation of Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) on the radio channel for a better utilization of radio resources [39]. The
access network, namely the Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), does not
show meaningful changes compared to 2G architecture as highlighted in Fig. 14, except for
the introduction of enhanced functionalities at the eNodeB (e.g., rate adaptation, spreading/de-
spreading, closed-loop power control) and the Radio Network Controller (RNC) (load and
congestion control, open-loop power control, etc.) From a CN point of view, 3G networks
are still conceived as an extension of 2G/2.5G networks as underlined by the presence of both
circuit- and packet-switched domains [40].
The network architecture started to change with High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), i.e., 3GPP
Rel. 5 and 6 (a.k.a. 3.5G). As the aim was still the support of higher data rates, HSPA started
2It is interesting to underline the fact that communications between the MSC and the GMSC are handled by grouping multiple
GSM phone calls flows (with a data rate of about 13kbps) into one single 64kbps flow (the legacy data rate of voice calls over
fixed networks): this aspects underlines that GSM has been designed to mainly cope with only one application, i.e., voice calls.
3It is worth noticing that architecture convergence was not considered when introducing 2.5G, i.e., circuit-switched CN
handling voice calls and packet-switched CN handling data traffic are simultaneously present.
4For the sake of clarity, the HLR is not depicted for 3G and 3.G networks.
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to improve the RAN segment (for instance by moving functionalities such as radio resource
management from the RNC to the NodeB [41], [42]) as the available CN was still sufficient to
handle the amount of data traffic of mobile users [42]. In the 2000s, the availability of always
increasing data rates brought to an exponentially increase in the number of mobile users; this
pushed the need for further changes of the 3.5 CN. With this aim, in the Rel. 7, 3GPP introduced
the so-called direct tunnel solution allowing the U-plane to bypass the SGSN, which is thus only
involved in handling the C-plane [42].
B. The 4G architecture
The shift from 3G to 4G was mainly motivated by 2000s need of high-speed data connectivity
for mobile web browsing as well as to support real-time Internet traffic such as voice calls, VoIP,
video streaming, etc. [43].
The industry has converged on a new standard for mobile communications, defined in 3GPP
Rel. 8, to effectively support human-oriented Internet applications with strict QoS needs (such
as video calls, video streaming, etc.). 3GPP Rel. 8 defines the Evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN),
a.k.a. Long Term Evolution (LTE), and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) of the so-called 4G
network5. In addition to the use of a novel radio interface based on Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM), to boost data rates and to improve the management of radio
resources [45], [46], 4G networks introduced a radical change from an architectural point of
view, i.e., one single CN handling both voice and data traffic types. This was possible thanks to
the recent advances in handling QoS over IP-based networks and motivated the use of IP in the
mobile core instead of ATM-based solutions for data traffic and circuit-switched networks for
voice calls. So doing, 4G networks are customizable from a traffic point of view, by exploiting
IP QoS features to manage heterogeneous human-type traffic types with different QoS features
in terms of packet losses, maximum tolerated delay and priority. 3GPP Rel. 8 standardized the
first flat all-IP mobile architecture where IP is exploited as a network layer to inter-connect RAN
and CN entities regardless the underlying layers and technologies as well as the traffic type.
The 4G architecture enhances the C/U-plane splitting started with 3.5G [47]. For both planes,
the anchor point is represented by the Evolved NodeB (eNodeB), the only entity in the E-UTRAN.
5For the sake of completeness, LTE Rel. 8 is considered to belong to 3.9G, as it does not fulfil the requirements defined
in International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-A) over the radio interface. The real 4G radio interface is LTE-
Advanced (LTE-A), although from an commercial point of view LTE is branded as 4G technology [44].
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In the EPC, the Serving Gateway (SGW) and the Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) mainly
work in the U-plane. The SGW is the termination point of the packet data interface towards the
E-UTRAN and acts as a local mobility anchor in case of handover. The PGW is the termination
point of the packet data interface towards external networks. Furthermore, the PGW also supports
policy enforcement features, packet filtering (e.g., deep packet inspection) and evolved charging
support; to this end, the PGW exploits the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF). In the
C-plane, the Mobility Management Entity (MME) supports: (i) security procedures such as end-
user authentication, initiation and negotiation of ciphering and integrity protection algorithms;
(ii) signalling procedures, used to set up packet data context; (iii) location management, i.e.,
tracking area update process. The MME exploits the Home Subscriver Server (HSS) to request
subscription information of mobile users.
Although the 4G architecture yields to easier management and scalability compared to previous
generations of mobile core, this architecture presents different limitations in terms of flexibility
[48]. The remainder of this Section will focus on the limitations of the 4G architecture.
C. Limitations of 4G mobile core
From an architectural point of view, the design drivers of 4G networks (e.g., use of static
deployment of vendor equipment and use of monolithic functionality at specific network locations
inherited from previous mobile generations) introduce different limitations to successfully extend
the set of applications supported by 4G networks. All these limitations, summarized in Table I,
can be classified as follows.
1) Inflexibility: Although current 4G networks are more customizable compared to 3G, the
presence of proprietary black boxes, huge variety of expensive and proprietary equipment and
inflexible hard-state signalling protocols limits the programmability of the network and thus
its flexibility [3], [4]. EPC elements are controlled through standardized interfaces and cannot
be controlled by open interfaces or through Application Programming Interface (API)s [49].
As a consequence, the introduction of new services and functionalities is not possible without
heavy integration within operators’ network: this led to high deployment (integration of new
services or the change of network topology and architecture would require the replacement or
redistribution of hardware equipment running the network functionalities) and operational costs
(mobile operators have to replace existing equipment even if it is still sufficient for most purposes)
which are not any more affordable considering the current mobile communication [50].
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2) Complexity: In terms of functionalities, the 4G architecture shows a clear C/U-plane
separation in the E-UTRAN, but C-plane functions are frequently co-located with U-plane
equipment in the backhaul/core network as for instance it happens with SGW and the PGW.
Although the SGW is the U-plane anchor-node for the eNodeB and the PGW is considered as
the edge-node to allow data interconnection with external networks, these nodes carry U-plane
traffic and manage C-plane signalling messages.
Additional issues in terms of complexity need to be considered as they could involve delays
for C/U-planes [51], [52]. By considering the PGW, this entity is in charge of establishing and
managing the bearers that allow the User Equipment (UE) to be connected to the network and
this means that all the traffic should pass through the PGW, even if the communication is between
UEs attached to the same cell [53], [52]. As a consequence, strategies like caching of popular
content in the mobile network find limited benefits (only in terms of performance improvements
for end-users) in the current 4G deployment because all flows have to pass through the PGW
[49].
Another aspect that needs to be taken into consideration is the tunneling between network
elements. Although being an all-IP network, IP packets in the EPC are always tunnelled by using
the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) [47]. This solution is inherited by previous generations
networks as it guarantees to inter-connect different type of networks [17]: convergence as
“offering a converged service view” [4] is a key design driver for 3G/4G networks, and the use of
tunneling was useful in this direction. Nevertheless, next-to-come architecture is expected to deal
with infrastructure convergence [4], and this may require a re-consideration in the exploitation of
tunneling. The control and the management of tunnels introduce complexity in the network and
reduce its scalability [54], and this is thus translated into additional costs for mobile operators
[17].
Finally, it is worth to remark that the actual structure of EPC and E-UTRAN may become an
obstacle to future evolutions of the network when considering the possibility to introduce new
technologies and services [49]. A major example is the applicability of the SDN paradigm and,
in this context, scalability is the most limiting aspect in turning into reality the vision of SDN
in EPC. Indeed, a typical PGW can support a few million users6 and, for each user there is the
6Cisco packet gateway. http://goo.gl/XM6dCt.
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need to handle unique charging, QoS and forwarding rules7: this means having tens of millions
of rules to be applied at line rate. Although each switch will manage only a portion of these
rules, the state-of-art programmable switching platforms can only support tens of thousands of
forwarding rules8 and this number may be too small according to the capacity and deployment
of current and future cells.
Another scalability issue is in terms of signalling traffic. According to Nokia [55], signalling
is growing 50% faster than data traffic in LTE networks [56]. As the EPC has a centralized
control traffic management, the MME can reach a traffic volume in the C-plane of about 290,000
messages per second in networks with millions of users [55]. As a consequence, the current 4G
design introduces scalability issues when considering the possible adoption of SDN to the mobile
core [57] and, thus, this dictates for novel design criteria for 5G mobile core.
3) Centralized U/C-planes: An additional limitation for 4G networks is the exploitation of
centralized U/C-planes. The U-plane centralization has the benefits of seamless L3 mobility
and allows for easy implementation of backward compatibility with older 3GPP technologies.
Nevertheless, centralized U-plane also means that ad-hoc solutions are needed to determine the
geographical location of UEs with reasonable fidelity to provide geographic customization of
services [47], [58].
Additional inefficiencies are associated to the management of 4G U-plane in terms of overhead.
The initial attachment procedures lead to a U-plane establishment (i.e., the creation of GTP
tunnels between eNodeB, SGW and PGW) even when there is no data traffic to be sent [55].
Another aspect to be remarked is that U-plane parameters are unaware of the session type (an
example is the fact that the UE inactivity timer is a static value configured at the eNodeB
instead of being dynamically adapted to the session profiles) [47]. A drawback is thus that the
UE inactivity timer could expire even if the UE does not have data to send. According to above
considered issues, maintaining the U-plane in 4G networks may involve high signalling overhead
and this limits the efficiency of the network [62]. This also limits the support of services, such
as MTC, with unique features in terms of energy consumption and signalling overhead [63],
[64].
7Ericsson evolved packet gateway. http://goo.gl/tEjcWP
8Intel Ethernet switch fm6000 series. http://goo.gl/FwHF7D
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF LIMITATIONS OF 4G MOBILE NETWORKS
Limitations Motivations Drawbacks
Inflexibility
• Static deployment of vendor equipment [3]
• Use of proprietary black boxes [3]
• Use of inflexible hard-state signalling protocols
[49]
• Use of monolithic functionalities [3]
• Reconfiguration/updates available only with
heavy integration within network operators [50]
• Updates require replacements of existing equip-
ment even if it is still sufficient for most pur-
poses [50]
• High CAPEX to extend the network (i.e., in-
creasing coverage) [50], [59], [60], [61]
• High CAPEX to introduce novel services [50],
[59], [60], [61]
• High OPEX for network management [50], [59],
[60], [61]
Complexity
• Network entities involved in both U/C-planes
[51], [52]
• Use of GTP tunnels [54], [17]
• Offering a converged service view [4]
• Centralized U-plane (issues at the SGW and
PGW) [53], [49]
• Centralized C-plane (issues at the MME) [55]
• High number of information related to UEs
(charging, QoS, etc.) [47]
• Delay susceptible of the overload at the MME,
SGW and PGW [53], [49], [55]
• Reduction of the overall capacity (in terms of
resources to be used for data traffic) of the
network [62]
• High CAPEX/OPEX to scale the network [17]
Centralised
U/C-planes
• U-plane unaware of session profiles and charac-
teristics [47]
• C-plane signalling is growing 50% faster than
data traffic [55]
• U-plane connectivity may involve a waste of
network resources even if UEs do not have data
to send [62]
• Reduction of the overall capacity (in terms of
resources to be used for data traffic) of the
network [62]
• Ad-hoc solutions required to get fine-grain UE’s
information (exact location, etc.) [47], [58]
• High delay for control procedures [17]
• Energy consumption due to control signalling
cannot be considered negligible for some ser-
vices (e.g., MTC) [63]
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III. ROADMAP OF SOFTWARIZATION AND VIRTUALIZATION IN 5G ENVIRONMENTS
While the move to 4G was mainly triggered by the need higher capacity and faster connectivity,
the move to 5G is motivated by the diversity of use cases that are expected to be supported. This
Section provides a description of expected 5G use cases in order to derive the requirements to
be considered in the design of 5G architecture and also describes the role of softwarization and
virtualization in satisfying these requirements.
A. Application Environments
Following the boost of IoT, 5G networks are expected to natively support MTC, i.e., the traffic
generated by devices without the human intervention [65].
One application scenario fpr 5G and IoT is the smart sustainable city. Zanella et al. [66]
discusses urban IoT technologies that are close to standardization, and agree that most of smart
city services are based on a centralized architecture where data is delivered to a control centre in
charge of subsequently processing and storing the received traffic. Within smart cities, intelligent
mobility is one of the challenging scenarios where autonomous or assisted driving cars need to
continuously monitor the situation outside and inside the car and exchange information between
the different participants of the transport network, i.e., vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle
to infrastructure (V2I) communications. Other services in a smart city involve management of
traffic congestion, pollution monitoring, parking, etc. Thus, the main task of 5G is to integrate
the management of these very diverse services and devices in an efficient manner, by taking into
account the diverse nature of the devices (e.g., cars moving at different mobility speeds and fixed
traffic road sensors). Adaptability and re-configurability of SDN/NFV is beneficial smart cities,
where quick re-configurations of network parameters according to traffic state would improve
the capabilities in supporting and optimizing smart cities services [67]. For example emergency
services could be deployed on commercial network while re-configurability of SDN/NFV will
allow for ensuring the guarantees needed for such emergency services. To enable such re-
configurability, data from smart city services can be exploited, such that smart city network
and services could reside in symbiotic manner. The concept of such co-existence, i.e. Symbiocity
as well as optimization and self-organization of the network using smart city data have been
explored in [68] and [69].
Remote control is an application that can be seen as an evolution of the IoT paradigm to
remotely control the objects connected to the network [10]. Remote control is an application that
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can play a role in many industries: remote diagnosis and intervention in healthcare industries
[70] or remote control of heavy machineries for factory automation [71]. Among those, the
healthcare industry is showing a strong trend in exploiting remote control to enable services
such as decentralization of hospitals, where medical care can be provided at home or while
moving, or remote surgery [72], [73]. The applications dealing with remote control often fall in
the category of mission critical MTC, with stringent network requirements, i.e., ultra-low delay
and ultra-high reliability). For remote control applications, SDN and NFV play a central role
in guaranteeing low latency. NFV is able to place or move functionalities needed for remote
control closer to the edge of the network, thus cutting the delay in reaching remote servers hosting
control applications. SDN is able to guarantee isolation of network resources, thus avoiding that
remote control applications will be affected by the presence of other services.
B. Capabilities added to the 5G networks
In this Section, we analyse the capabilities to be considered in the design of 5G networks
according to 3GPP [74] to handle the application environments discussed in Sec. III-A; we
further discuss the role of softwarization and virtualization in allowing such changes. A high-
level 5G architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. The main capabilities to be added into the 5G mobile
core are mapped to the general requirements for the business applications discussed above in
Tab. II. More details are given in the following of this Section.
1) Flexibility and programmability: From the above use case review, it is clear that flexibility is
one of the key features to be introduced in 5G networks in order also to support next-to-come use
cases developed once 5G will be deployed. It is thus necessary to evolve into a communications
network that is sufficiently broad and it is as well able to cope with new applications or other
verticals not being considered yet. This is considered to be one of the main features of 5G, i.e.,
programmability, to allow network functions to be extended or re-designed in order to support
new use cases or enhanced functionalities.
The role of softwarization and virtualization is of primary importance in the introduction of
flexibility and programmability in the 5G architecture and functionalities of various building
blocks. In other words, softwarization introduces flexibility as well as programmability in 5G
networks by allowing (i) to have different features for one or more network functions according
to the service to be provided (e.g., different mobility management procedures for different types
of traffic) and (ii) to re-design network functions without the need of deploying new hardware
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Fig. 2. The architecture of 5G mobile networks enhanced by softwarization and virtualization. The drawing depicts some
examples of 5G applications as discussed in Sec. III-A and also shows some examples of network functions and related
placements from works [4], [75]
entities to run such functions. Virtualization, on the other hand, increases the level of flexibility
in the network by running network functions in a virtual environment and allow for them to
run in different locations. Thus, by exploiting NFV, network functions can be placed across the
network according to the needs of the service to be deployed or the status (congestion, etc.) of
the network. In addition, the exploitation of SDN to manage the network topology (e.g., link/path
configuration), increases the flexibility of the network by means of having a network architecture
which varies based on the placement of network functions.
These aspects are highlighted in Fig. 2, which shows that 5G architecture will be composed of
a set of U/C-plane functions implemented as Virtual Network Function (VNF)s that can be placed
in different ways within the network according to the needs of the traffic and the computation
capabilities available at the edge.
To summarize, flexibility and programmability can thus satisfy the following requirements
to meet different applications needs: (i) facilitating network re-configuration to react to new
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requests or traffic changes; (ii) resiliency; (iii) supporting dynamic network topologies; (iv)
enabling service-aware QoS.
2) Scalability: Scalability is another key feature to be introduced in 5G networks and allow
the support of different business applications and huge amount of devices on the same network.
To introduce scalability, different aspects need to be considered. First of all, as highlighted in
Sec. II-C2, current 4G networks rely on the fact that the information along the network, even in
local or short range communications, travels all the way to the PGW to be routed to the receiver
with consequent scalability issues at the PGW. An effective way to introduce scalability in 5G
networks is thus to bring some of the network functions closer to the RAN, with additional
benefits in reducing delay and control overhead. By softwarizing network functions, these can
be designed in a modular way, thus splitting the functionalities of the PGW into sub-functions
that could be placed through NFV at the edge if the service to be supported requires low-latency
QoS. This is highlighted in Fig. 2, where functionalities relevant to U/C-planes can be placed
into edge clouds to cut delays and overhead for some specific services.
Another constraint for extra scalability in 4G is how GTP tunnels are handled. As previously
discussed, GTP tunnels add complexity, reduce network scalability and represent an obstacle
to the infrastructure convergence. In this sense, 5G architecture needs to enable interoperability
between different communication systems and co-existence between different mediums, tech-
nologies and protocols. As well, 5G networks must be able to easy integrate different wireless
technologies into the mobile core, and also provide a reliable backhaul convergence with fixed
networks. In terms of integration and interoperability, 5G needs to facilitate seamless plug-and-
play of devices using generic and standardized IoT protocols. In this direction, virtualization can
introduce scalability as follows. Since VMs are going to handle most of the control signalling
independently for each service, the requirements for a central control entity to handle simul-
taneously a high number of users or devices can be relaxed. As seen, not all the applications
involve the same requirements; this feature could be used to the advantage of improving the
scalability. For instance, mobility-related functions can be placed in different location of the
network according to the features of the devices belonging to different services (e.g., different
placement for functions handling mobility in vehicular and static scenarios).
An example is provided in Fig. 2, where (i) different edge clouds have different U/C-plane
capabilities in order to scale the network according to their needs and (ii) core network function-
alities can be placed in either distributed entities or central core clouds according to the needs
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of the provided services.
To summarize, scalability can handle the following requirements of 5G applications: (i)
providing low end-to-end latency; (ii) network availability; (iii); supporting a massive number
of devices; (iv) supporting an easy integration and interoperability with other technologies and
protocols.
3) Re-designed management of U/C-planes: The applications discussed in Sec. III-A are
heterogeneous in terms of requested QoS. As handling QoS involves both C- and U-plane
operations, such planes needs to be re-designed in order to allow an easier and more efficient
traffic management.
A first aspect to consider is that the majority of the procedures in current 4G networks are
triggered by network entities rather than the UE. This aspect is controversial when incorporating
low-latency services as it adds a lot of complexity when performing active QoS management,
based on instantaneous decision making (i.e., congestion, change of traffic prioritization, etc.).
The reduction of signalling is studied in [76], which considers assistance from the UE to reduce
signalling required to select specific network functions. As the impossibility to provide instant
QoS may seriously impair the ultra-high reliability requirement for some of 5G applications, UE-
triggered signalling procedures should be designed in 5G networks. The work in [77] represents
a first example towards this direction, where SDN procedures are extended to reach wireless
terminals, thus allowing mobile terminals to assist the network decisions and policy enforcement
by providing their network connectivity knowledge such as detected cells and related link
qualities.
Going one step further, it is necessary to integrate service specific signalling to enable, for
instance, enhanced MTC communications asking for very low overhead or very low latency
or fine-granular signalling for location-based services. In this case, virtualization allows to
have different sequences of functions (e.g., SFCs) designed with different granularity and thus
with different overhead and latency features. From Fig. 2, we can highlight that low overhead
communications can be enabled for instance by reducing the number of VNFs involved in the
management of a given traffic according to the requirements and the features of the target service.
To summarize, a proper re-designed management of U/C-planes in 5G networks can satisfy the
following requirements: (i) supporting ultra-low latency; (ii) providing active QoS management;
(iii) guaranteeing reliability; (iv) supporting UE-triggered signalling.
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TABLE II
MAPPING BETWEEN CAPABILITIES, REQUIREMENTS OF USE CASES AND SOLUTIONS OF 5G NETWORKS
5G Capabilities 5G Use Case Requirement 5G Solutions Role of SDN & NFV
Flexibility &
Programmabil-
ity
• Fast reconfiguration
• Resiliency
• Dynamic network topology
• Service aware QoS
• Network slicing
• Service-based network func-
tions
• Service-based network
topology
• NFV manages the functions
and the SFCs of each slice
• NFV manages the function
placement according to the
QoS needs of the slices
• SDN manages the network
topology (link/path configu-
ration) of each slice
• SDN provides traffic isola-
tion among slices
Scalability
• End-to-end low latency
• Availability of the Network
• Massive number of devices
• Easy integration and interop-
erability with other technolo-
gies and protocols
• Cloud-RAN
• Mobile edge
• Network functions closer to
the UE
• Services closer to the UE
• Dedicated control signal
management based on
service requirements
• NFV moves network func-
tions closer to the edge
• SDN updates the topology to
handle function relocation
Management
of U/C-planes
• Ultra-low latency
• Active QoS management
• Reliability
• UE triggered signalling
• Slice-based C-plane func-
tions
• Slice-based U-plane func-
tions
• C/U-plane decoupling
• DUDe
• Multi-connectivity
• NFV provides ad-hoc C/U-
plane functions for each slice
• NFV handles function
placement according to
the DL/UL and C/U-plane
configuration
• SDN updates the network
topology according to the
DL/UL and C/U-plane con-
figuration
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C. 5G solutions
The introduction of the capabilities discussed in Sec. III-B requires radical changes in the net-
work architecture. The solutions under consideration to implement above discussed capabilities
in 5G networks are listed in the following of this Section and summarized in Tab. II.
1) Network slicing: Handling different verticals with different application environments, rang-
ing from broadband services to criticalapplications such as Industrial networks [78], requires
solutions that are custom-designed for each scenario/traffic to be delivered; this leads to the
concept of network slicing [4]. According to the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN)
alliance, network slicing primarily targets a partition of the core network, and it is the collection
of 5G network functions that are efficiently combined to satisfy one specific business use case,
and avoid all unnecessary functionalities [79].
Network slicing helps to introduce flexibility. Instead of having only one core network with
one set of functionalities handling all the services provided of network, 5G network will be
flexible as each service would have a different dedicated core network slice created that ensures
the QoS accomplishment. Slicing also means having ad-hoc U/C-plane functionalities for each
business use case. This will further allow to increase the scalability, to reduce the signalling
overhead and latency by means of avoiding all unnecessary functionalities.
According to the study done by 3GPP in [80], network slicing is presented as a valid solution to
simultaneously handle multiple verticals in 5G networks in a robust way. Dedicated core networks
are studied and evaluated in [81], [76]. In particular the 3GPP has introduced the architectural
enhancements required to support dedicated core networks, and covers the assignment and
maintaining the association in mobility.
Softwarization and virtualization help to bring into reality the idea behind slicing. Indeed,
while in 4G networks the creation of dedicated logical networks would require novel ad-hoc
network entities and consequently high cost, softwarization and virtualization allow to slice the
physical network with considerable reductions from a CAPEX and OPEX point of view: this is
due to the fact that the introduction of a new slice involves only the introduction of additional
network functions (i.e., software) within the network instead of new infrastructure. In the context
of providing dedicated logical networks with specific functionalities, the 3GPP has recognised
the use of virtualization as a high level architectural requirement in [74]. Network slicing has
numerous business impacts on the operation of the network, and the way resources are shared
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between different applications and verticals [82], [83]. It also requires software-based functions
that can be chained and moved across the network with a certain degree of freedom; in this
sense, NFV can help to build and place VNFs and SFCs a slice is composed of. As a second
aspect, SDN is needed to create different traffic paths for the deployed slices as each slice could
need a different topology to meet its own QoS target.
2) Towards the edge: Supporting use cases with stringent QoS needs in terms of latency or
managing services asking for low overhead require to bring functionalities closer to the edge
[84]; this would also increase the scalability of the network in addition to the provisioning of a
better QoS.
To this aim, the Cloud/Centralized RAN (C-RAN) [85] paradigm is gaining importance in the
5G architecture. In 5G networks, C-RAN is moving from the concept of having a central manager
of digital function unit, a.k.a. baseband processing unit (BBU), to a more general concept of
function split [86], [87]. To further increase the scalability, to reduce the complexity and to
improve the QoS, 5G networks are moving towards a mobile edge computing approach where
services (such as caching) in addition to functions are moved closer to the edge [88].
When considering edge-oriented deployments such as C-RAN or mobile edge, the role of
virtualization and softwarization is thus to re-configure the network by moving network functions
or services and to properly update the related traffic paths [89]. In case a slice’s QoS is
deteriorating or the traffic demand from this slice is overloading a given location of the network,
NFV can trigger a re-location of network functions closer to the edge and SDN can update the
network topology to react to the above mentioned changes. In the field of bringing virtualization
closer to the edge, the virtualization of BS’s low level functions is addressed in [90]. The main
challenge identified in [90] is the virtualization of compute-intensive baseband functions such
as the PHY layer, typically implemented on dedicated hardware or on general purpose hardware
accelerators. This use case of physical layer virtualization is discussed in terms of acceleration
technologies.
3) Decoupling: In the direction of re-designing C/U-planes to make them more efficient and
support increased capacity, 5G is introducing radical changes in some of basic features of mobile
networks. From this point of view, a disruptive concept is the decoupling which can be observed
from different point of view.
A first decoupling aspect is related to the cell association process, which involves having
a separate cell associations for uplink and downlink, a.k.a. downlink and uplink decoupling
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF STANDARDS CONTRIBUTIONS TO VIRTUALIZATION IN 5G NETWORKS
Standardisation Body Reference Scope
ITU-R
• M.2083-0 [91]
• Define the framework and overall objectives of IMT-2020
• Flexible network nodes, highly configurable based on SDN and
NFV
3GPP
• TR 22.891 [80]
• TR 23.799 [74]
• TR 23.707 [81]
• TR 23.711 [76]
• Network slicing as key issue to deliver services to industry
verticals
• High level requirement of virtualization for next generation net-
work architecture
• Dedicated core network enhancements for different services
• Enhancements on dedicated network selection to reduce signalling,
allow for UE assisting information
ETSI NFV
• GS NFV 001 [92]
• GS NFV-IFA 001
[90]
• NFV potential use cases
• Mobile core virtualization advantages and challenges
• Layer 1 virtualization with acceleration technologies
(DUDe) [93], [94]. By allowing users and devices to have different access points for the different
traffic directions, the capacity of the network can be maximised (for instance, by having a
downlink connection with a macro BS while the uplink one is carried trough a small cell). To
enable this solution, a shared Medium Access Control (MAC) layer among involved cells would
be needed to handle control procedures such as Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)
acknowledgements. In addition, the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer needs to be centralised
and shared among serving cells, since parallel RRC connections would add too much complexity
in the UE side [95].
Another decoupling aspect is having a decoupled C/U-plane association to increase for instance
the reliability of C- and U-plane traffic or to reduce the amount of control traffic (for instance,
in an Intelligent Mobility (IM)/ITS scenario, involving having a C-plane connection to a macro
BS to minimize the number of handover while having a U-plane connection with small cells to
increase the capacity) [96].
Above considered solutions fall in the multi-connectivity philosophy of 5G networks, where a
device shares resources with multiple BSs [97]. Virtualization and softwarization are thus needed
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to manage above presented scenarios by migrating network functions (for instance, MAC/RRC
entities) to guarantee the availability and the continuity of C/U-plane anchor points when the
DL/UL or C/U association changes.
IV. TOWARDS SDN & NFV IN 5G: STATE OF THE ART
In this Section we will provide a detailed overview of the works in literature that focus
on virtualization and softwarization for 5G systems. We summarize the lessons learned by
this review by highlighting the benefits of the proposals in literature and linking them to the
requirements of 5G systems highlighted in Table IV.
A. Design of network architecture
The first aspect to be considered when analysing virtualization and softwarization in 5G
systems is related to the drastic changes in the network architecture. The proposals in literature
in terms of architecture design can be classified into three different categories, such that each
category is characterized by placement of network functionalities.
1) Full-Cloud Migration Architecture: This solution deals with the placement of all network
functionalities in an operator-owned cloud, which centrally runs all network functionalities
and signalling. The full-cloud migration brings benefits in terms of network availability, easy
integration, and interoperability with other technologies and protocols; these can be integrated
at the cloud-level.
An example is shown in Fig. 2, where we can note that eNodeBs (or virtual-eNodeBs) can
be directly attached to operator-controller central cloud. The full-cloud migration architecture
is considered in the following works [75], [49], [98], [99], [17], [100], [101]. The idea at the
basis of the full-cloud migration is that all the decisions in terms of U/C-plane management are
centrally performed at the cloud-side.
The central solution allows cost savings (as it avoids the use of computation and storage ca-
pabilities geographically distributed) and easy maintenance and updates while guaranteeing high
computational and storage capabilities [75]. Basta et al. propose the exploitation of SDN to handle
incoming/outgoing signalling and data traffic between the BSs and the cloud as well as within the
cloud (i.e., intra-cloud communications) [75] . Works in [100], [101] propose additional details
on this architecture by defining three level of controllers. The device controller is in charge for
access network selection, the edge controller handles authentication, security, admission control,
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routing, handover, while the orchestration controller performs network management in terms of
C-plane instantiation/management and U-plane balancing.
The disadvantages of the full-cloud migration architecture are in terms of cloud infrastructure
performance. Indeed, due to frequent operations in the C-plane [47], [54] as well as the large
amount of traffic to be managed by the PGW [49]), the eNodeB-to-cloud connectivity in terms
reliability, capacity, latency, etc., could become a bottleneck reducing the advantages of this
architecture. Another drawback of this solution is the limited flexibility. Indeed, as all the
functions of the mobile core are centralized in the cloud, the only flexibility enabled by this
architecture is in terms of different function chaining within the cloud and not in terms of
different function placements within the network.
2) C-plane Cloud Migration Architecture: This architecture deals with the functionality split
of U/C-planes, as considered in [3], [75] and observing from Fig. 2, the eNodeBs (or virtual-
eNodeBs) are managed by a central cloud from a C-plane point of view, while from a U-plane
point of view they are attached to U-plane entities distributed across the network.
The C-plane cloud migration architecture allows higher flexibility by migrating the virtualized
U-plane components according to the traffic load or service requirements [60]; the bottleneck
effect of a full-centralized mobile core in the cloud is thus reduced. The negative aspects are
related to the need of moving critical functions (e.g., GTP tunnelling) on U-plane elements
to avoid forwarding all data packets to the cloud. This could require the use of customized
hardware/middleboxes or supplying switching elements with programmable platform to handle
such functions.
3) Scenario-based Migration Architecture: The principal idea of this solution is to deploy net-
work functionalities in both the cloud and mobile infrastructure; the functionalities are migrated
according to overload conditions and service requirements [75], [102], [103]. As seen in Fig. 2,
some network functionalities can run on edge clouds [104], to achieve a higher flexibility and
scalability. This architecture allows functions to be instantiatied at the edge for services dealing
with delay-sensitive applications or for scenarios requiring additional functionalities (e.g., the
support of non-3GPP access points).
Yousaf et al. [102] analyse the advantages of moving functionalities across the mobile infras-
tructure, and show that up to 48% of network resources can be saved when moving functionalities
close to the radio access. Another example can be found in [75], where Basta et al. propose
to move charging functions in the cloud, with statistics exchanged with other entities of the
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mobile infrastructure. Haneul et al. [103] propose a model to design the optimal placement
of functionalities in order to minimize the packet transmission cost. Such a cost takes into
consideration the expected residence time of a function for each candidate location and the cost
associated to the selected location.
The scenario based migration architecture has the following benefits: (i) fast reconfiguration
and improved resilience in case of network changes or failures by means of supporting a dynamic
network topology; (ii) potentials for low end-to-end delay and ultra-low latency; (iii) support of
massive number of devices. On the cons side, this solution requires state synchronization and
orchestration between the network clouds and the entities distributed in the mobile network: this
could introduce additional signalling overhead [75]. In addition, when moving functionalities
out from the central cloud, the disadvantages are in terms of a quite minimal exploitation of
processing and storing capabilities of a cloud framework as well as the global management of
the network.
B. Virtualization of network functions
The architectures discussed in Sec. IV-A and shown in Fig. 2 are based on the idea that
network functions can be placed and migrated across the network according to the needs or the
network operator and/or the traffic to be managed. As a consequence, this dictates for the need of
identifying the network functionalities of relevance for each network function of U/C-planes. In
addition, the needs of placing/migrating functions dictates for network functions to be decoupled
from the underlying hardware.
Einsiedler et al. [4] define the following set of functionalities to be virtualized: (i) authentica-
tion and authorization; (ii) addressing of devices and entities; (iii) forwarding path management;
(iv) mobility management; (v) context aware engine, which collects information from each entity
to achieve an overall overview of the network status; (vi) optimization function, which evaluates
when and how to react to network changes. The work in [4] takes into consideration different
use cases (ranging from static sensor networks to mobile broadband services and automotive and
transportation services) with the aim to highlight different functionalities needed by different use
cases. For example, static environments do not require mobility or optimization functions, these
are necessary functionalities when considering transportation systems. This work provides, thus,
a first example underling how NFV can enable flexibility in 5G systems to support network
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slicing by considering the placement of different VNFs according to the needs of the enabled
slices.
More recent studies also focused on defining functionalities of different network entities (i.e.,
SGW, PGW, MME) and addressing possible solutions for implementing such functions in the
virtualized environment of 5G mobile core.
1) SGW’s and PGW’s functionalities: Basta et al. [75] present a classification of SGW’s and
PGW’s functions by taking into consideration the impact on U/C-planes. The functionalities of
SGW and PGW are classified in [75] as follows:
• control signalling, which receives and triggers messages and calls the corresponding func-
tions;
• resource management logic, which maps the bearer quality attributes according to the QoS
requirements expressed in terms of Quality Class Identifier (QCI);
• U-plane forwarding rules, defined for each S1-U and S5/S8 bearer established;
• U-plane forwarding, i.e., the switching fabric or hardware that carries out the data flows
processing;
• GTP matching, i.e., GTP headers’ matching, encapsulation and decapsulation for both data
and signalling traffic;
• U-plane filtering and classification, which is handled by the PGW to identify packets based
on users’ profiles and policies for uplink and downlink data traffic;
• charging control, which takes place in the PCRF within the PGW and can be classified
into offline (based on charging data records) and online (triggered by the U-plane traffic)
charging.
The work in [75] proposes an SDN realization of the above considered function classification
in order to guarantee the support of a dynamic network topology; [75] evaluates the related
API’s capabilities (i.e., southbound APIs). Concerning the C-plane related functions, authors
argue that it is relatively straightforward to integrate and comply with the OpenFlow controller
framework. In detail, they propose to map the resource management logic to the centralized
switching module, which also needs to be enhanced to include user profiles and policies to be
exploited for resource management decisions; this allows to support service-aware and active
QoS management. Sama et al. [105] propose to use a module on top of the SDN controller to
run control functions of SGW and PGW by using REST APIs as northbound interface.
Focusing on the U-plane forwarding rules, these do not pose any additional effort on OpenFlow
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according to [75]. On the contrary, GTP tunneling becomes a challenging aspect as the current
production version 1.3.1 of OpenFlow is limited to the matching of layer 2/3 with addition fields
such as TCP/UDP ports [106] and thus does not support GTP header matching. To overcome
this limitation, [75] proposes different strategies. The first one is to implement a module within
the controller to handle GTP functions. Although this solutions matches the current OpenFlow
implementation, it requires the transmission of each packet to the controller, with consequent
additional overhead and latency. Other strategies could be the deployment of middleboxes, or the
enhancement of OpenFlow switches as well as supplying switching elements with programmable
platform that should enable the provisioning of enhanced functions such as GTP tunnelling.
Concerning GTP tunnelling, [105] proposes to use GTP tunnels only between the eNodeBs and
the first entry point of the mobile core (which is supposed to be an OpenFlow-enabled switch)
instead of having tunnels up to the PGW.
Basta et al. [75] propose to provide U-plane filtering and classification through the use of
matching rules corresponding to the flow filters (source and destination IP addresses, source and
destination ports, protocol ID) specified in [107]. Finally, charging functions are proposed to
be implemented with the use of counters and statistics exchanged between the switches and the
controller. Offline charging can be handled by using an additional module to collect the charging
data records based on the OpenFlow counters, while the online charging becomes challenging
because OpenFlow switches do not keep state of the forwarded data flow. Again, the use of
middleboxes, enhancing OpenFlow switches or using programmable platform can overcome this
limitation.
Similarly to [75], Sama et al. [62] propose to replace the control protocols that run on S1-
MME (i.e., between the MME and the eNodeB) and S11 (i.e., between the MME and the SGW)
interfaces by the OpenFlow protocol. In [62], the OpenFlow controller manages the forwarding
plane between the eNodeB and an advanced switch able to encapsulated/decapsulate GTP packets
(namely the SGW-D) and between the SGW-D and the PGW. Authors define the SGW-C, i.e.,
the intelligence of the SGW that is responsible to establish the GTP tunnels; this entity is
centralized and runs on top of the OpenFlow controller.
A totally different approach is instead considered by Jin et al. [108], where the PGW is
replaced with a simple switch and a middlebox managed through SDN. In this proposal, in
order to support low end-to-end delay, ultra-low latency and a massive number of UEs, all
packet classification are performed at the access edge, using software switches along with local
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software controllers. The proposed SDN controller implements the LTE signalling protocols used
between UEs and the MME for the sake of connection establishment and disconnection, tracking
area update, paging, etc.
2) Mobility management: Mobility management in current 4G deployment involves high
delay up to 0.7s for intra-LTE handover [109], while this delay can also reach 2 minutes when
considering handover between 3G and 4G systems9. 5G applications push strict requirements in
terms of handover delay, and this dictates for a novel design of mobility management strategies.
The research work in [110], [111] analyse the handover mechanism of LTE networks and
underlines that the majority of the signalling messages of this procedure are communicated over
the backhaul segment of the network, i.e., the links between the eNodeBs and the MME. This
is due to the fact that the MME has to request a new connection of the target eNodeB in order
to perform the handover; this procedure has higher overhead in case the serving and the target
eNodeBs belong to two different SGWs. The bandwidth of the backhaul comprises the most
scarce resources in the mobile network and, consequently, novel handover mechanism should
be designed to optimize the utilization of this precious resource. The work in [110] exploits
an SDN controller to handle mobility management. In this proposal, the controller manages the
eNodeBs in a similar way as switches, i.e., by pushing new forwarding rules for the U-plane. The
SDN controller selects the target eNodeB based on a set of predefined policies and information
collected by the UEs. From a backhaul point of view, this means that various request/confirm
messages between eNodeBs can be avoided and this could potentially bring to a reduction down
to 50% of the signalling: this allows a support of massive number of UEs. From a delay point of
view, authors in [110] conclude that the overall handover delay can be reduced to two to three
times the round-trip time (RTT) between the UE and the SDN controller; this could potentially
help to support ultra-low latency applications. At the UE, handover involves energy consumption
due to the scanning phase when the UE scans and measures the received signal strength from
all the neighboring eNodeBs. The proposal in [110] shows also reduction in consumption as the
SDN controller can provide the UE with a list of most suitable eNodeBs to scan.
Morales et al. [112] extend the work in [110] by proposing the handover functionality as a
service (FaaS) for 5G systems. [112] proposes a module compliant with the SDN controller
managing the SGW and the PGW; such a module allows to maintain an overall overview of
9http://www.cellular-news.com/story/46917.php
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the UEs, the eNodeBs to which they are connected to and the related SGWs. For this aim, the
network topology is handled through a graph that evolves with time to keep trace of users’
mobility. Each link between a UE and the related serving eNodeB has a weight that can be used
to indicate the status of the UE according to pre-defined thresholds: if the weight is below a
given threshold, the SDN controller obtains signal quality information from the eNodeB in order
to decide if the handover has to be triggered or not. The graph visualization of the network
topology can be easily enhanced by considering additional parameters on the weight calculation
(e.g., QoS, backhaul characteristics, load balancing) and by exploiting mobility prediction at the
controller.
By extending the work in [110], Duan and Wang [113] propose an authentication handover
module (AHM) in the SDN controller, in charge of monitoring and predicting the location of
users; accordingly, the AHM prepares the relevant cells before the user arrives. The AHM module
is also designed to guarantee seamless handover authentication. In detail, authors aim to modify
the authentication procedure for handover, composed of multiple independent verifications [114],
with the purpose of designing a monitored seamless procedure without increasing the possibil-
ity of impersonation and attacks. Authors propose to use attributes such as identity, location,
direction, RTT, and physical layer characteristics as reliable secure context information (SCI)
to assist secure handover in SDN-enabled 5G networks by providing an unique fingerprint of
the specific device without additional hardware and computation cost [115]. The SCI is stored
at the SDN controller, which uses an ascending index to indicate the sequential order of next
cells in the UE’s moving direction; so doings, the cells visited by the UE need only to check
if the SCI created with the information provided by the UE is the same as the one provided by
the controller. This approach allows flexibility as the number of attributes associated to the SCI
can be tuned according on the security level of the information requested (e.g., lower number
of attributes for generic web browsing and higher number of attributes for banking or email
services).
The concept of mobility management is extended by the work in [77] where SDN procedures
extended to reach and control wireless nodes with the aim to support network-controlled of-
floading mobility in a multi-access scenario. This approach introduces flexibility for multi-access
management supporting offloading without requiring additional protocols to support inter-access
mobility.
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3) Grouping EPC entities: Hawilo et al. [29] take into consideration the protocol stack with all
the related functionalities of the EPC. Authors propose to group together different functionalities
to allow an easier instantiation in central cloud environments focusing on supporting massive
number of devices and low end-to-end latency; authors argue that it would be beneficial to
instantiate each group of functionalities in one physical server depending on the workload. To
this end, [29] proposes three different groups of functionalities:
• Migration of the MME with an HSS front-end with reduced functions such as authentication
and authorization. This cuts the number of transactions between the MME and the HSS
from 1,039,430 [55] to 173,239 per second.
• Migration of the PGW withing the SGW to minimize the number of nodes in the U-plane
and reduce to zero the number of transactions between the SGW and the PGW (56,559 per
second in 4G, on average [55]).
4) Caching-as-a-service: Due to the exploitation of a cloud environment and virtualization,
5G networks open the opportunity to handle services in addition to network functions, within
the network nodes. One example of such services is caching.
To reduce traffic within the core network as well as the network entities along the end-to-
end path, caching popular contents at mobile network edges attracted the interest of research
community [116], [117]. Following this direction, the work in [118] proposes a novel concept,
namely caching-as-a-service (CaaS), dealing with the exploitation of mobile core virtualization to
enable virtualized caching inside the cloud center owned by the network operator. The idea is to
adaptively create, migrate, scale (up or down), share and release CaaS instances in mobile clouds
depending on the user demands and requirements; this could allow to support ultra-low latency
and massive number of devices. Authors propose the use of caching VMs that co-exist with
other VMs for RAN and CN virtualization. So doing, caching VMs can be migrated from any
server to any other ones thus allowing global optimal scheduling while taking into consideration
the QoS requirements related to the service requesting the content. Furthermore, any content can
be divided into chunks and prepared into packets to be already suitable for delivery. Authors
suggest to add a centralized caching controller to manage the available contents and the related
caching VMs.
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C. Virtual Network Function (VNF) Placement
With the introduction of VNFs, there is a new degree of freedom in optimizing networks, by
moving the functionalities across different entities, ranging from central cloud, to edge cloud
or even distributed across the core network. Works in [75], [119], [120] focused on different
placement strategies for the SGW and PGW, with the main target of supporting low end-to-end
latency.
Basta et al. [75] proposed to take into account the following parameters when considering
the placement of functionalities: costs, data overhead, end-to-end delay. By considering data
overhead, this approach could enable a service-aware QoS management. Focusing on the func-
tionalities of SGW and the PGW, [75] argues that the advantages and disadvantages of function
placement into the central cloud can be summarized as follows: (i) in terms of costs, having
all the functions to the cloud would introduce a drastic cost reduction; (ii) in terms of data
overhead, signalling functions into the cloud would not impact significantly the performance,
while placing other functions into the cloud would increase drastically the data overhead; (iii)
in terms of end-to-end delay, having signalling, resource management logic and filtering into
the cloud would not impact significantly the performance, while placing into the cloud charging
and GTP tunnelling would involve a drastic delay increase.
In the field of function placement, Taleb et al. [119] have devised a set of solutions to the
problem of VNFs placement on federated cloud to create efficient virtual network infrastructure.
Authors focused on the placement of functionalities by considering two conflicting aspects:
(i) insuring QoS to UEs by placing data anchor gateways (i.e., PGWs) closer to edge thus
enabling service-aware QoS management and potentially ultra-low latency services; (ii) avoiding
the relocation of mobility anchor gateways (i.e., SGWs) by placing the relevant functionalities
far enough from UEs. For this analysis, [119] has considered performance indicators such as
SGW relocation cost (in terms of number of messages needed for the sake of serving area update
when UEs change their respective SGW), data delivery delay and number of VMs created to
run PGWs and SGWs instances.
With the aim to minimize the network load and the delay, Basta et al. [120] have developed a
function placement problem able to decide whether to deploy SGWs/PGWs with fully virtualized
or decomposed functions according to the mobile core topology and the number of available data
centres across the network. Placement of virtual functions however, would not be possible unless
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the appropriate mechanism for resource allocation so that VNFs can be chained together and
form SFC. Such resource allocation is studied in [121] where function placement, admission
control and embedding in the network infrastructure is modelled as a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) problem.
D. Mobile virtual networks
White Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) have played a role in the arena of
mobile networks, the possibility of having different operators which share the same physical
infrastructure is becoming more important in the ecosystem. The reason behind network sharing
is that a large portion of sites are under-utilized: in [122] it was reported that around 20% of
all sites carry about 50% of total traffic. This means that numerous sites carry a negligible
level of traffic, although their consumption in terms of energy and computational resources is
high. A market survey done in 2010 [6] showed that over 65% of mobile network operator in
Europe were deploying different types of network sharing solutions. According to the survey,
these solutions save up to 40% in terms of CAPEX and up to 15% in terms of OPEX over a
five year period.
1) Network sharing: Network sharing solutions are already available and standardized by
3GPP [123] in order to improve network availability, integration and reliability. As discussed in
[124], [125], network sharing can be passive and active, where the former refers to the reuse
of physical sites, tower masts, cabling, cabinets, power supply, air-conditioning, etc., while the
latter refers to the reuse of backhaul, base stations, and antenna systems. Studies show that
operators could save at least 40% of their costs with active network sharing10.
Above considered aspects motivate the growth of a novel type of operators, referred to as
mobile virtual network operator (MVNO), that see in network virtualization a viable solution
to implement network sharing. To enable end-to-end cellular network virtualization, the mobile
CN and RAN have to be virtualized, where the latter involves specific problems due to the
characteristics of wireless access links (e.g., varying channel conditions) [126]. A detailed survey
on the issues in implementing MVNO can be found in [125], [124], and references therein.
Costa-Perez et al. in [124] consider the work by 3GPP RAN Sharing Enhancements (RSE) of
10http://www.cellular-news.com/story/36831.php
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the System Architecture Working Group 1 (SA1) [127] and identify the objectives of RAN
sharing in terms of:
• isolation, i.e., the reserved resource allocations of one entity is not affected by load variations
and physical fluctuations of other entities;
• customization, i.e., each entity has the flexibility to program its virtual base station to
optimize its service delivery;
• utilization, the overall utilization of base station’s resources is maximized by allowing to
use unused resources of one entity across other entities.
Khan et al. in [125] introduce a network configuration platform to decouple the physical
infrastructure (advanced mobile access, optical mobile network and service delivery network)
from the users of the infrastructure (i.e., the MVNOs). In detail, [125] proposes a network
architecture where the physical network infrastructure is shared by MVNOs while management
and control of the physical infrastructure, virtual network creation and maintenance, and the
usage of the virtual networks are decoupled from each other, to reduce management complexity
in both RAN and core networks. The [125] summarizes open issues for MVNOs as follows:
• Virtualization and its cost. Virtualization can be applied at different layers of the protocol
stack, each one having its own characteristics in terms of performance metrics and cost
of implementation and maintenance [128]. If the baseband physical layer functions are
softwarized and run as VMs, solutions for independent hardware acceleration are required
to guarantee timely completion of CPU jobs. Functionalities that can be more directly
virtualised are for example the RRC or Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layers,
as they do not require strict synchronization. This will influence the functionalities to be
transferred from the infrastructure providers to MVNOs.
• Interfaces. New interfaces need to be defined and standardized for the purpose of repre-
sentation, request, and reservation of virtual resources (e.g., through means of a resource
description language).
• Unified C-plane. A challenging task is to unify the control of the network, due to the
fact that each MVNO may operate its own control protocol. As a consequence, the con-
trol/management of the network has to interact with all these protocols and to harmonize
their functionalities.
• Inter-MVNO management. MVNOs are isolated from each other from a both data and control
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point of view. This involves challenges in managing inter-MVNO functionalities, such as
roaming, which needs to be handled by the central management of the shared network.
2) BS virtualization: An effective RAN virtualization is achieved through the BS virtualiza-
tion. i.e., different virtual networks (referred to as slices in [124], [129]) managing different sets
of flows that share a physical BS. This could allow to support a fast re-configuration of BS
functionalities, as well as an easy integration and interoperability.
The BS virtualization can be performed at either the hardware or flow level. Solutions to
implement the first approach, involving the use of dedicated spectrum, are already available.
An example is the virtual base transceiver station (vBTS)11, able to run multiple base station
protocol stacks in software.
The flow level virtualization, which is instead based on the idea of using shared spectrum,
represents a more viable solution to save costs and to accelerate network rollouts by achieving
effective resource multiplexing and by allowing deployment scenarios where the virtual networks
do not own spectrum. To this aim, Zaki et al. [130] propose to implement a hypervisor in the
eNodeB to manage different entities (each corresponding to a virtual eNodeB managed by a
different MVNO) running in different virtual machines within the same eNodeB. The entities
provide inputs, which can be either fixed or dynamic, to the hypervisor in terms of user channel
conditions, loads, priorities, QoS requirements as well as information related to the contract of
each of the virtual operators. Thus, the hypervisor allocates spectrum to the different entities to
accommodate their requests while satisfying the specified guarantee. The proposal in [130] only
ensures isolation of resources and fails to provide customization of resource allocation across
their users.
Tseliou et al. in [131], [132] proposes the resources negotiation for network virtualization
(RENEV) scheme that allows slicing and on demand by transferring physical resources among
multiple virtual BSs. The aim of RENEV is thus to move resources not utilized by a given
virtual BS to another virtual BS in order to improve spectrum utilization and performance of
UEs attached to virtual BSs. Costa-Perez et al. [124] discuss a hierarchical architecture, namely
the network virtualization substrate (NVS) [133], where a slice scheduler ensures isolation
across slices while a flow scheduler enables flexibility of flow scheduling to the different slices.
To integrate NVS into the current BS implementation, [124] proposes to tag each flow with
11Vanu Networks, http://www.vanu.com/
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an additional slice ID. Therefore, in every scheduling frame, only those flows belong to the
slices that are served in that specific frame, will be scheduled. Focusing on the slice scheduler
proposed in [124], NVS defines a resource- or a bandwidth-based reservation approach, aiming
to perform the resource allocation in terms of a fraction of the total BS’s resources or in terms of
aggregate bandwidth, respectively. The [124] also defines a tunable utility function, which takes
into account the resources allocated to the slices in terms of bandwidth or physical resources.
Such a function is maximized in order to maximize the overall utility of the BS, while ensuring
slices’ requirements according to the service level agreement (SLA) between the slice owner and
the physical network owner. The objective function defined by NVS is a weighted log-utility
function that provides fairness among slices (similar to proportional fairness after meeting the
reserved bandwidth or resources for each slice). It is worth noting that the utility function defined
in [124] does not focus only on the data traffic. Indeed, when updating the cumulative resources
or bandwidth of a slice, NVS also accounts for the cumulative control signaling generated by
the users’ within the slice. This represents a key design feature to provide isolation of resources
against slices that generate high amount of signaling. Concerning the flow scheduler, NVS
defines three different modes: scheduler selection, model specification and virtual-time tagging.
In the scheduler selection, a slice can choose from a set of common flow schedulers already
implemented within the BS. In the model specification mode, each slice provides a weight
distribution function (taking into account different parameters such as average rate or channel
conditions) to schedule the flows within its own slice. In this mode, NVS performs the flow
scheduling for each slice by selecting the flow with the smallest flow, and thus updating the
weights of all flows. In the virtual-time tagging mode, each slice implements its own scheduler
and NVS provides real-time, flow-level, feedback to each slice.
3) BS virtualization with multi-RAT capabilities: Extending the work in [124], Rahman et
al. [129] propose an architecture for supporting multiple radio access technologies (RATs) in a
virtualized BS through the use of a hypervisor composed of: slice manager, resource controller
(in charge of physical resources such as computation and storage), spectrum manager (which
virtualizes the air interface). The hypervisor interacts with a single radio controller (SRC), which
is a module with multi-RAT capabilities. This solution extends the resiliency of BS virtualization.
4) Multi-tenancy: 5G network is expected to handle the co-existence and cooperation of
multiple tenants that require the same network functionalities. This represents the so-called
multi-tenancy environment, which refers to the possibility that a single instance of a software
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application may serve multiple tenants of the network [134].
Multi-tenancy in 5G systems has recently attracted the interest of research community. Con-
doluci et al. [67] investigate multi-tenancy in smart city environments by focusing on the
management of the management of emergency services. In [67], possible services (e.g., transport
services, roadside equipments, officers, traffic control) that could be enabled in a 5G smart city
scenario are identified and modeled as tenants. The interactions between these tenants are then
analyzed in order to define the inter-tenant communications for handling emergency services.
Authors propose to exploit the SDN paradigm to manage the QoS of inter-tenant communications.
By having a global view of the network, an SDN controller is able to have visibility of the traffic
within the network and to reserve the resources for a low-latency management of emergency
services.
E. Virtualization of C-RAN
The C-RAN has been widely studied in recent years thanks to its expected benefits in terms
of spectrum and energy efficiency as well as CAPEX and OPEX reduction [135]. Softwarization
and virtualization are considered as candidate technologies to promote the realization of C-RAN
[136], [137], [99], with focus on the design characteristics to virtualize a C-RAN and to enhance
its architecture with additional functionalities.
Nikaein et al. [138] present a proof-of-concept prototype for a virtualized C-RAN built upon
the OpenAirInterface LTE software implementation [139], Ubuntu 14.04 with low latency kernel
(3.17), Linux containers, OpenStack, Heat orchestrator, and Open vSwitch and National Instru-
ment/Ettus USRP B210 RF front-end12. As a reference scenario, authors considered an 20 MHz
FDD system with single-input single-output and AWGN channel. For this scenario, by analyzing
the processing time requirement of 1ms for the LTE sub-frame, the main conclusion is that 2
cores at 3 GHz are needed to handle the total processing of an eNodeB. By considering a fully
loaded system, the exploitation of one processor core for the receiver processing assuming 16-
QAM on the uplink and 1 core for the transmitter processing assuming 64-QAM on the downlink
is able to meet the HARQ deadlines. By comparing different virtualization environments, authors
conclude that containers (LXC and Docker) offer near bare metal runtime performance, while
preserving the benefits of virtual machines in terms of flexibility, fast deployment, and migration.
12https://www.ettus.com/product/details/UB210-KIT
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Works in [140], [141], [142] introduce an SDN controller at the network edge to allow
traditional BSs to be grouped together to realize a C-RAN in order to support a fast network re-
configuration and a dynamic network topology. Such works have the common idea of centralizing
some functionalities of the C-plane while allowing some other functions to be implemented at
the BS-side. So doing, control decisions that influence several BSs (such as handover, load
balancing, transmission power etc.) are made at the central controller, while decisions such as
resource allocation are made locally at the BS as they impact less neighbouring BSs; this would
allow to better handle QoS. Jin et al. [108] introduce an SDN controller to manage different
BSs, while a controller is used for both RAN and CN management.
Lu et al. [59] propose a dynamic allocation scheme of radio resources to deal with the dynamic
requests from the virtual networks in order to improve the utilization rate of spectrum managed
in the BBU pool. Authors consider the underlying physical resource state information (RSI) and
queue status information (QSI) for computing the available resources and the change of business
of virtual networks, respectively. Virtual networks are divided into three categories according
to their priority: real-time voice business, high-speed multimedia services and the traditional
best effort service. Authors propose an enhanced genetic algorithm that completes the resource
allocation of the requests from the virtual networks and focus on three different performance
rates: resource revenue, request rejection rate and resource utilization. Simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm can improve the request rate from the virtual networks significantly,
due to the full use of idle and fragment carrier resources; this also allows to improve the spectrum
utilization and consequently the infrastructure revenue.
Dawson et al. [143] propose to enhance the traditional C-RAN features by moving a set of
CN functionalities within the C-RAN. In detail, authors propose an architecture for a virtual
C-RAN composed of three main functions:
• inter-cell coordination and BBU pool to manage spectrum resources (examples of a more
advanced BBU pool management can be found in [144], [145], [59] );
• mobility anchoring, to provide a static endpoint on the U-plane for connections betweens
cells belonging to the same C-RAN and this could potentially enable the support of ultra-low
latency services;
• mobility management, to allow handover between cells belonging to the same C-RAN.
In this architecture, the C-RAN is thus considered to provide a subset of functionalities of the
MME and the SGW, thus enhancing the performance in terms of supporting low end-to-end
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latency and core network overload.
F. Creation and management of mobile clouds
Mobile cloud in 5G is a promising paradigm to provide computational resources on demand
that enables resource-constrained mobile devices to offload their processing and storage require-
ments to the cloud infrastructure [146]. Nevertheless, the realization of mobile cloud is still
challenging, as analysed in [147]. In this field, the enhancements introduced by softwarization
and virtualization allow to build mobile clouds in a more efficient way as well as to enable global
connectivity across different mobile clouds. The benefits are in terms of supporting dynamic
network topologies, enabling low end-to-end latency and ultra-low latency, improving reliability
and network availability.
Aissioui et al. [147] consider the idea of exploiting SDN for mobile cloud management.
To allow flexibility, this proposal permits to distribute the SDN/OpenFlow control plane on a
two-level hierarchical architecture composed of a global controller and several local controllers
deployed on-demand, where and when needed, depending on the network dynamics and traffic
patterns. While the global controller has an overall overview of the network and performs inter-
cloud management, local controllers manage their own clouds. Authors show the benefits of
this hierarchical architecture in terms of a reduced number of control messages sent from/to the
global controller, which can be easily translated in a higher scalability for the global controller
as well as in a reduced delay for mobile cloud management as it is performed closer to the
edge. As a consequence, although the proposal in [147] looks close to those considered in [100],
[101] for full cloud migrated architectures, this work introduces a novel idea of bringing SDN
as close as possible to the edge by enabling UEs to become local controllers which interacts
with a central SDN controller.
A similar approach is proposed by Usman et al. [148]. They propose an SDN architecture for
supporting device-to-device (D2D) communications to build mobile clouds in scenarios with strict
requirements in terms of reliability and ultra-low delay (e.g., public safety). In detail, authors
propose an architecture on top of the public safety enhancements for LTE, i.e., proximity services
(ProSe) and group call system, which are designed to guarantee inter-operability across different
public safety applications. The architecture in [148] associates a D2D controller application to a
hierarchy of SDN controllers in the network in order to couple the formation and management
of the mobile clouds. The central SDN controller has a global view of all mobile clouds in its
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range, while the local controllers (cloud heads) are only aware of UEs in their neighborhood.
Compared to [147], [148] brings SDN at the end-device level.
Focusing in detail on the creation process of mobile clouds in [148], this is initiated by a
UE that broadcasts a request to nearby devices by using an out-of-band technology (e.g., Wi-Fi
Direct, Bluetooth). Once the mobile cloud is formed, it is registered at a central SDN controller;
this allows such a controller to have a global view of all the active clouds and the related offered
services. The features of the architecture proposed in [148] are:
• scalability, as the central controller receives aggregated information by the cloud head [147];
• spectral efficiency, as LTE links are used to send aggregate data instead of sending small
packets from cloud members to the cloud head;
• robustness, as the UEs are still able to communicate with partial support from cellular
infrastructure in case of disaster;
• interference reduction, as the central SDN controller has the global overview of the network
and it is thus able to exploit solution for global interference reduction (e.g., [149]).
In [148], each UE runs an SDN application that maintains a database of all services and
resources that a mobile user is willing to share. This database is shared with the other UEs at
the reception of a cloud initialization request, and the aggregated database is thus shared by
the cloud head with the central SDN controller. This cloud head is in charge of generating the
cloud’s authentication key, which is thus transmitted with unicast links by the cloud head to the
members of its cloud. The use of a central SDN controller with a global view of the network,
also allows to form clouds without involving local controllers with the sake of saving UEs’
energy. In addition, the central controller has a global information of all the devices and can
thus define a route across the UEs for instance by exploiting the Dijkstra algorithm.
V. FUTURE RESEARCH
In the previous Section, we reviewed the role of softwarization and virtualization in 5G
systems from various angles. In this Section, we derive the research directions that still needs
to be investigated to achieve an effective exploitation of softwarization and virtualization in 5G
systems.
A first topic to be further investigated deals with the placement of network functionalities. By
extending the works in [75], [4], [119], [120], a well-designed cost model should consider as
input the target QoS requirements (in terms of data rate, latency, jitter, mobility, priority, etc.)
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF THE STATE OF THE ART AND MAPPING WITH 5G USE CASE REQUIREMENTS
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Network Architecture
• Full Cloud Migration [75], [49], [98], [99], [17], [100], [101] X X
• C-plane Cloud Migration [75], [3] X X X
• Scenario-based Migration [75], [102], [103], [104] X X X X X X X X
VNF
• SDN realization of SGW and PGW [75], [105] X X X X X X
• Mobility management [110], [112], [113], [77] X X X X X X
• Grouping EPC entities [29] X X
• Caching as a Service [118] X X
SGW/PGW placement
• Cost, overhead, end-to-end delay [75] X X
• QoS and mobility anchor gateway [119] X X X
• Load and end-to-end delay [120] X
Mobile virtual networks
• Network sharing [125] X X X
• BS virtualization [130], [124], [133], [131], [132] X X
• Multi-RAT BS virtualization [129] X X X X
• Service Chaining [121] X X X
• Multi-tenancy [67] X X
C-RAN virtualization
• SDN-based and enhanced C-RAN [140], [141], [142], [108],
[143]
X X X X X
Mobile clouds
• SDN for mobile cloud [147], [148] X X X X X X
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of the service to be enabled. In addition to the parameters considered in [75], [4], [119], this
cost model should take into account the features (such as capacity, latency) of the fronthaul and
backhaul links [150] of the network that could drastically influence having functionality in the
cloud or in the mobile core. A further aspect to be considered, in the cost model definition,
is the differentiation in the available resources in the cloud and in the distributed mobile core.
Indeed, the cloud infrastructure is usually characterized by a very large availability in terms of
computational and storage resources, while such resources from a mobile core point of view
are scarcer and thus more affected by congestion and overload. As a consequence, placing one
functionality into the a central cloud does not involve a meaningful reduction in its overall
computational capability, while this reduction could not be negligible when considering the
allocation of resources across the mobile core architecture. All aspects listed above should be
considered in the design of a well defined cost function to model network function placement
in 5G network architecture.
The challenges in terms of VNF placement are exacerbated when considering the migration
of network functionalities. In addition to the time needed to install one or more VMs needed to
migrate one or more VNFs from one location to another, aspects such as security and integrity
issues of SDN/NFV environments [151], [152], [153] should be considered to define the overall
cost related to function migration. Furthermore, it should be considered that some UEs could
exploit U/C-plane splitting or DUDe mechanisms [93], [94] to improve their reliability and/or
QoS. This aspect makes more challenging the migration of VNFs due to the latency requirements
of some network functionalities (such as HARQ).
Another aspect to be considered deals with the definition of network functionalities. According
to the current literature [4], [75], [105], [75], [110], [112], [113], [29] and the recent updates
from standardization bodies [91], [80], [74], [81], [76], [90], [92], we are observing a novel trend
where network functionalities are no longer considered as a monolithic block implemented in a
specific layer of the protocol stack. Recent works [4], [75], [105], [75], [110], [112], [113],
[29] highlight different network functionalities of U/C-planes, such as charging, tunnelling,
mobility management, handover authentication, etc. Nevertheless, a comprehensive study is
still needed to define a full set of functionalities as well as the related function chaining
[154]. Such a study should be driven by considering aspects such as latency, jitter and data
overhead for the communication between network functionalities, to avoid that a fine-granular
definition of network functions will involve higher delays and overheads. In addition, APIs for the
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communication between network functionalities should be defined to guarantee interoperability.
Another important aspect that is currently not sufficiently investigated in the literature is
related to the performance of softwarization and virtualization in 5G environments. Indeed, the
importance that such paradigms will have to guarantee flexibility, customization and reconfig-
urability is well consolidated, but there is a lack in understanding how software-based solutions
will be able to guarantee the expected performance in terms of latency and reliability for 5G.
Performance degradation when functionalities run in software instead of dedicated hardware is a
well-known issue, and this aspect should be adequately considered in the design of 5G network
architecture. Works in [138], [139], [90], [92] offer first steps to this direction. Nevertheless,
further studies are needed by considering realistic network deployments as well as traffic loads in
order to define the virtualization features (orchestrator, real-time hypervisor and kernel, container
memory and CPU resources) of the cloud platforms of 5G systems.
A further research topic is related to the effective use of SDN within the network architecture
of mobile systems and terminals. Works in [140], [141], [142], [108], [150], [147], [148], [67],
[112] consider SDN as a key aspect of 5G architectures and they present the idea of extending the
functionalities of SDN controllers by adding capabilities in terms of mobility management and
so on. This requires additional studies in order to define how such additional functionalities need
to be implemented. A common view is to consider such features as modules on top of the SDN
controller. This solution needs to be further investigated by considering different solutions for
the northbound interface allowing the communication between such modules and the controller.
Sama et al. [105] propose to use the REST API interface for this purpose. Nevertheless, the REST
API is a HTTP-based interface, whose applicability in the context of handling huge amount of
requests with strict inter-arrival time (as expected for control and signalling functions) still needs
to be properly evaluated. In addition, the performance of SDN in large networks still needs to
be adequately investigated by taking into account features such as scalability, response time
to network changes, overhead, and so on. Finally, the integration of wireless terminals within
the SDN/NFV architecture should be further studied. Meneses et al. [77] evaluated the benefits
of extending SDN procedures to mobile terminals to support multi-access offloading. Further
studies of UE integration within SDN architecture are needed also to better exploit the UE role
to optimize network procedures.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The need for flexibility, reconfigurability and customization in 5G mobile networks is pushing
vendors and operators to exploit novel paradigms for network deployment. In this direction,
softwarization and virtualization are two candidates to play a key role in the design of 5G
systems, as they allow to decouple network functionalities from the underlying hardware with
consequent benefits in terms of easier network management and upgrade.
This paper aimed to discuss softwarization and virtualization as enablers of 5G architecture
deployment. We presented an overview of the evolution of mobile networks from 2G to 4G,
highlighting the design drivers behind each generation of the architecture and the novelties that
each generation introduced compared to the previous ones. This allowed to obtain a summary
of functionalities and entities currently implemented and deployed in mobile systems. We thus
illustrated the 5G ecosystem by providing a detailed discussion of its application scenarios.
We highlighted the requirements that 5G use cases push on the network architecture and,
accordingly, we analysed the limitations of 4G systems in fulfilling such requirements. This
allowed to define a set of features to be considered in the design of 5G system architecture,
and to define the role of softwarization and virtualization in implementing such features. We
considered the recent advances by 3GPP looking at introducing softwarization and virtualization
in the standardization of 5G network architecture. We provide a comprehensive overview of the
state of the art by surveying the recent proposals in literature focusing on the exploitation of
softwarization and virtualization for the implementation of network entities and functionalities
of 5G systems. Moreover, we provided a discussion on the lessons learned according to the
surveyed literature. Finally, we highlighted the future steps to be considered by the research
community to bring into reality a softwarized and virtualized 5G network architecture.
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